
Lesson #3

Theme:

Establish Your Foundation



Set-Up AA for Cornell Notes

Copy the EQ...

What is the purpose of your Foundation?

Lesson #3: 

Establish your Foundation



Quote of the Lesson:

“You already know how you feel when 
something is in harmony or going right. You 
know it. I mean, it’s giddy. It makes you feel 
like you’re getting away with something. It 
makes you feel like you’re playing.” 

Anthony Veneziale 
Associate Artistic Director 

Back House Productions



Set-Up AA for Cornell Notes

Copy the EQ...

Why is shedding the noise so important when it 

comes to defining your road in life?

Lesson #2: 

Shed the Noise 

“You already know how you feel when 
something is in harmony or going right. You 
know it. I mean, it’s giddy. It makes you feel 
like you’re getting away with something. It 
makes you feel like you’re playing.” 

Anthony Veneziale 
Associate Artistic Director 

Back House Productions



❑ Why is it so important for things to be 
“going right?”

❑ How does this quotation resonate 
(connect) to you and your life 
experiences? Can you tell when it’s 
“right?”

❑ What do you predict the lesson will be 
about?

Respond to the QOL prompts…



Pair/Share your responses!



Watch Intro video.

Take C-Notes.



After you finish viewing…

❑ Review your notes with 
a partner

❑ Highlight relevant 
information for each 
section of your notes

❑ Write a “Big Idea” 
statement for each 
section/today’s notes



1. Log-in to your RTN account.
2. Consult your notes.
3. Read the information, and 

highlight the vocab. words in your 
Field Guide Glossary.

4. Complete your online responses!

Complete online Analysis



Complete the Field Guide: 

Defining My Foundation 
pg.37 



❑ Respond to the EQ.
❑ What did you learn from the Field Guide? 
❑ How will you stay focused on YOUR Foundation?

Go back to your notes!


